
ERC Outdoor Soccer Drill Examples 

Tips for a Successful Practice 

- Always plan more activities than you have time for.  In a perfect world, every drill/game you play 
will be executed perfectly, but unfortunately that won't always be the case.  Having extra activities up 
your sleeve will allow you to bail on a drill that isn't going so well. 

- Watch/talk to the other coaches.  A few of my favorite drills I've picked up from watching other 
coaches execute them first.  When your practice is over, take a few minutes to talk to the other coach 
about how your practices went, what went well, and what you may want to try the next week. 

- Be patient.  At these age groups, attention spans are quite limited and your patience every week is a 
large component to a successful season. 

- Be literal.  Telling players at this age to 'line up' or 'spread out' will often cause confusion because the 
concept of practicing soccer in a group is still new to them.  When possible, I use cones or the lines on the 
field as markers for where I want the players to stand.  To have the kids spread out, I often tell them to 
swing their arms from side to side and if they hit someone, they need to take two steps back. 

- Make it fun.  The focus of soccer at this age group is not to leave the season with skilled soccer players, 
but rather to instill a love of the sport to make them want to come back next year.  As much as possible, 
each player should have his/her own ball for drills to limit the amount of time waiting around.  During 
games, don't focus on the score, but rather the fun of working with a team.  Your job is to make sure the 
players leave the field each week with a smile on their faces. 

 

Skills to Focus On 

1. How to kick the ball [not with their toe] 
2. Not to use their hands [except for throw-ins] 
3. How to stop the ball 
4. How to dribble 
5. How to listen to their coach 
6. Basic rules of the game 

a. Shooting a goal 
b. Out of bounds 
c. Throw ins  

7. Passing 

 

Key Components of A Good Drill 

- Maximize ball touches.  Ideally every player should have a ball, which increases the amount of 
experience they have moving the ball around and getting comfortable with the sport.  Not every activity 
can allow for this, but try to find games and drills with this feature to keep everyone engaged at all times. 

- Focus on one skill at a time.  The more complex you make an activity, the easier it will be to lose the 
attention of your players. 

 

Example Drills & Games 

1. Circle Passing Drill 
 
Focus: Learning each other’s names; getting comfortable with their teammates. 
 
Spread them around into a circle.  Instruct them to yell their names as they kick the ball to someone 
else.  After they had a chance to yell their own names a few times, have them yell the name of the 
teammate they are kicking it to. 



 
Variant: If you have two coaches, break into two smaller circles to ensure each player gets more 
touches on the ball. 
 
2. Endline Drill 
 
Focus: Learning soccer terminology; listening to their coach. 
 
Whenever you shout the command “endline”, the kids are supposed to run to the endline next to the 
goal, and stand on the line with their arms extended sideways.  This puts them all in one spot and 
keeps them spread out so they can’t touch, poke, and bother each other.  Have them dribble around in 
a predefined area, then blow your whistle and shout “Endline, Endline, Endline”.  Chase them to the 
line, help them spread out.  As soon as they are set, have them go out, dribble around, and do it 
again.  Repeat until they seem to get it. 
 
3. Take a Knee 
 
Focus: Learning soccer expectations; listening to their coach. 
 
This is to teach the kids to immediately take a knee when play is stopped for an injury. It is also a 
good way to get the kids to react and listen to you. Have the kids dribble around until you shout, “take 
a knee”. They are to stop and get on one knee as fast as they can.  This can be interspersed with 
other drills and not done by itself. 
 
4. Pop Goes the Weasel 
 
Focus: Getting up quickly when falling down. 
 
It sounds silly, but little kids are dramatic and this game helps them learn to pick themselves up fast if 
they fall down.  Tell the kids that they cannot play soccer laying down and you cannot help your 
teammates from the ground either.  Have the players dribble their balls around in a small defined 
space.  Have the kids fall down [or sit carefully] whenever you blow the whistle.  As soon as they hit 
the ground, sing “Pop Goes the Weasel” over and over.  They are supposed to jump up as fast as they 
can and start dribbling again. 
 
5. Ball Steppies 
 
Focus: Ball control and coordination. 
 
This is a basic foot coordination skill.  Stand in front of the ball and with a small hop; touch the ball 
with the ball of the foot.  Bring foot back to ground.  Repeat.  The idea is to just tap the ball without 
moving it.  You can add to this skill by adding hops or making them go faster as they improve their 
skills. 
 
6. Simon Says or Follow the Leader 
 
Focus: Learning a variety of skills; listening to their coach. 
 
A simple game again, however, this will teach the kids to learn to listen to the coach.  You can play 
this basic game first just for fun without soccer balls. (Incorporate movement, sounds, anything silly) 
Then you can play it again with soccer balls.  Tell the kids to do Toe Taps, run around the ball, dribble 
in a small circle, etc.  
 
7. Out of Bounds 
 
Focus: Learning soccer terminology. 
 
This drill is meant to teach the kids the term “out of bounds”.  However, they may not understand 
what in-bounds means either.  Do a brief explanation of out of bounds during games.  Line the kids up 



on the field line, with the coach as the leader.  Run a lap around the field shouting “in bounds” or “out 
of bounds” and have the kids run on the side of the line that you are running. 
 
8. Throw Ins 
 
Focus: Correct throw in form. 
 
Have half the kids line up on the line with their toes on the line, and the other half pair up with the 
players with a small distance apart.  Grab the ball with both hands, pull it back over their head, touch 
the back of their neck with the ball, throw it at their partner.  Both arms come over together, both feet 
stay on the ground on the line.  Challenge the players to throw the ball as far as possible.  Swap 
players so each one gets a chance to throw it in. 
 
9.  Red Light, Green Light 
 
Focus: Ball control. 
 
All players have a ball and dribble in a limited space [or towards the coach].  When the coach says 
“red light”, players must stop ball and put foot on top of ball.  When coach says “yellow light”, players 
must dribble very slowly.  When coach says “green light”, players dribble fast.  The coach controls this 
game with the frequency of “light” changes and variety of changes.  Once players catch on to this 
game, add other color lights and affix different actions to them. [“purple light” = hop back and forth 
over ball, “orange light” = run around the ball, “blue light” = hide behind the ball etc]. 
 
10.  Kangaroo Jack 
 
Focus: Ball control; finding open space. 
 
All players except two or three begin with a ball.  Players without balls are kangaroo jacks and must 
hop like a kangaroo and try to tag players.  If a player gets tagged, he/she becomes a kangaroo as 
well until all players are turned into kangaroos. 
 
11.  What Time Is It Mr. Wolf 
 
Focus: Ball control with speed. 
 
Have players line up at one end of the box.  A coach is Mr. Wolf.  Have the kids call out at the same 
time “What time is it, Mr. Wolf?”  Mr. Wolf calls out a time: 1 o’clock, 2 o’clock, etc.   If it’s 1 o’clock, 
the kids take one dribble then stop the ball with their foot....and so on.  The game should be slow at 
first so that the kids learn to make small taps with the inside of their foot [not their toe].  Once the 
kids get close to the other side where Mr. Wolf is, Mr. Wolf yells “LUNCH TIME” and turns around and 
chases the kids back to the starting line. 
 
12.  Yellow Brick Road 
 
Focus: Ball control. 
 
Set up a cone path at one end of the box/field with a couple of turns and put a witch at the end of the 
path [the coach].  The kids dribble the ball through the Yellow Brick Road cone path without going 
outside the lines if possible, then once they get near the witch, they kick the ball at him/her.  Have the 
witch act like they’re melting or something entertaining! 
 
13.  Kick at Coach 
 
Focus: Accurate shooting; ball control. 
 
All kids in the box with a ball dribbling around with two coaches inside the box.  Have them kick the 
ball at you and try to hit you.  Move slowly to give them a chance, but if they hit you, reward them by 
having them pick out an animal sound for you to make! 



 
14.  Pirates of the Caribbean 
 
Focus: Ball control; keeping eyes up. 
 
Tell them the players that they are pirates.  They want to steal the treasure down the other end of the 
island.  The kids will need to go one at a time and pick up one piece of treasure [cone/pinnie] and 
bring it back to the pirate ship.  To get them to understand this game, play the first round without 
soccer balls.  The second time they should kick a soccer ball down with them. 
 
Progression: A nice little progression to this and other kids’ soccer drills is adding cones leading up to 
the treasure so the kids have to weave in and out of them before getting to the end.  By placing the 
cones down the young players have to dribble the soccer ball in different directions - not just straight. 
 
15.  Defense Circle 
 
Focus: Clearing ball from own goal. 
 
Create a semicircle around the goal with cones and have the kids stand inside of it without a ball.  
Coaches will stand on the outside of the circle passing balls into the circle.  The players must 
immediately kick out any ball that comes into their circle.  After a few minutes, stop the game, count 
the number of balls that are still in the semicircle, and then repeat the activity to see if they can beat 
that number. 
 


